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NGOs are an essential part of the Indian education ecosystem, but they often
struggle. Atma’s goal is to improve the capacity and quality of existing NGOs
and social enterprises to help them grow and sustain. Each year, we choose
education organisations to become partners, and provide them with three
years of holistic consultancy support and management expertise through
our Accelerator. Since 2007, we’ve worked with 68 education NGOs and
social enterprises and impacted the lives of more than 2.1 million students.
Currently, we operate in Mumbai and Pune.
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Our Vision
Quality education for all children

Our Mission

2019

To build the capacity of education organisations to achieve sustainability
and scalability thereby enabling delivery of quality education.
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Our Programmes

Accelerator Programme
Atma identifies high-potential education NGOs/ social
enterprises to partner in the Atma Accelerator. Each
partner organisation receives 1200 hours of support
annually. Advice and expertise is provided by Atma
consultants and volunteers across various organisational
development areas, providing answers to the range
of challenges an early stage NGO faces. The Accelerator
partners with each NGO/ social enterprise for up to
three years.

Through the Atma Accelerator, organisations receive support
to reach Atma’s graduation goals:

Number of
Applications

99
Number of organisations

Number of
organizations

4

onboarded

Total
portfolio
size

27

Ability to articulate impact
Strong fundraising systems
and pipeline
Strong governance and
leadership
Ability to attract and retain
talent
Strong programme design
and delivery

18

considered after due diligence

Number of projects
completed

Average

315
14

projects per
partner

7

Number of organisations
graduated

1

Number of countries represented:

3

Volunteer Programme

UK

30
Atma provides opportunities to talented individuals, from around
the world, to apply their professional skills in a challenging work
environment.Volunteers are an integral part of Atma’s workforce
contributing to over 70% of our work with education NGOs and
social enterprises.

USA

1

Kenya
UAE

1

3

Australia

1

Number of applications

Number
accepted

1300

55

Russia

1

Total number
of volunteers
for the year

1
1

Canada
France
South Africa

1

49

India

3

Our Volunteer Programme enables new experiences and interactions
across cultures, while making an impact in the education sector.
Over 400 volunteers from more than 25 countries have been a part
of the Atma Volunteer Programme. They have helped to grow high
potential NGOs and enterprises in Mumbai and Pune.

13

Netherlands

2

Finland

1

Belgium
2

Volunteer Stories
“Over the course of 2 months I have
interacted with several education NGOs
located all over India as part of the
Project Based Support, enabling me to
understand the various development
sector needs in India. I have been given
the opportunity to get out of my comfort
zone to connect with organisations,
understand their needs and lead a few
projects. Working with Atma consultants
and volunteers has shown me that no task
is impossible and there is so much to
learn here.”

“I have been associated with Atma since
February 2018. Atma has opened up a whole
new world of Social Sector Consulting for the
education space for me. The work culture at
Atma, the ever helpful Consultants, the
different partners, the wide variety of volunteers from different geographical, educational
and work background is so refreshing and has
made the Atma experience so enriching for
me. I have learnt so much in these last few
months and look forward to learning even
more while contributing to Atma's mission.”

Quarter 1

- Krishnaraj Kapadia

- Swetha Rao

Quarter 3

Active Volunteers:

Active Volunteers:

17

16
“My volunteering experience at Atma
exceeded all of my expectations. As a data
science professional, I was deeply
impressed by how scientifically grounded
and data-driven Atma's M&E practices
are and by the level of professionalism
of Atma's staff. Besides learning about the
social sector, I got to learn about the
M&E field, get a hands-on experience
of creating an M&E logical model
framework, and even leverage my
professional skills in creating an M&E
data input tool for partners.”

Quarter 2

- Anna Sokolova

"I’ve been working with two of Atma’s partners,
helping with their website layout design, and
launch, while also working to craft a marketing
strategy. Not only have I learned a lot about each
of these areas, but I’ve also learned a lot about
conducting myself as a professional. In the past
six weeks, I’ve had the opportunity to sit in on
and even lead workshops, communicate directly
with partners, and take the lead initiative on
projects."
- Erin Haley

Quarter 4

Active Volunteers:

Active Volunteers:

13

18
3

Gati Special Projects
Atma in partnership with Adhyayan developed a rubric to
help schools assess how inclusive they are. The tool was
piloted in Rishi Valmiki Eco School and Royal City School.
School Needs Assessment:
School Needs Assessment is a tool designed to assist
schools in deciding which inclusive practices are most
needed and most relevant to their school.

Gatimme

Gati

This tool was tested and reports were provided to the
participating schools

Set up in November 2016, Gati is a consortium of Atma that
aims to develop and disseminate best practices and address
challenges to inclusive education. Together we are helping
educators serve students effectively and enabling more
students to access school.

Number of schools that
attended the workshops:

42

The Gati team conducted a successful pilot of the
Gati-Adhyayan School Self-Review with Rishi Valmiki Eco
School in Goregaon & Royal City School to articulate the
level of inclusion in their school environment.
Gati conducted 2 inclusive school workshops. They also
conducted the first Needs Assessment in a low-income
school in Malvani, Malad to provide in-school support.
The Gati team submitted a research paper to the Internal
Conference in Education publication ‘Be The Difference:
Equality and Equity in Education’ on January 19th, 2019 in
Hyderabad. Atma staff Krisstina Rao, Atma Education and
Gati Core Group member Dr. Franzina Coutinho of
Inspirium Holistic Care, co-authored the submission,
entitled “Challenges of segregated schools in Mumbai:
the need to scale inclusive interventions”
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419

Total number of registrations
for webinars

100

Number of new
organisations
registered

898
7

Atma Network

28

Volunteer Programme
The Atma Network is an online platform
featuring content developed by Atma and
our partner NGOs.
The platform enables any member NGO/
social enterprise to sign up and
download resources that they can use to
solve challenges and connect to experts.
It has existed for 4 years and has engaged
over 400 NGOs. With our expertise, we
have built tools to assess NGOs capacity,
connect NGOs to collaborate amongst
themselves, and build a comprehensive
library of resources to help NGOs in
remote locations.
Know more, here.

www.atmanetwork.in

62

9 organisations, including :
5 workshops and capacity reports
4 NGOs supported through project
based support

Number of documents downloaded
Number of webinars

Average Number of
attendees per webinar

Average number of
registrations per webinar
Number of projects
completed through
project based support

Webinar Topics

Conducted By

Prevention Of Sexual Harassment Policy for NGOs

Shipra Kumar from Credit Suisse

Rewards (Monetary & Non Monetary)
to Motivate Employees

Anukriti from Aon and Lakshmi from Atma

Smart Way to Reward and Incentivize Employees

Anukriti from Aon and Lakshmi from Atma

Understanding & Integrating UN SDGs

Monica Revoczi from Interaction Consulting

Effective Cash Flow Management for NGOs

Ravi Bagaria, Aria Advisory

Crowdfunding for NGOs by Ketto

Ayushi Doshi, Ketto

Understanding FCRA Registration

Suhel Goel, Dhaval from
Sunil Goel Associates

5

Atma’s new website launched!
As we grow, we wanted NGOs to clearly understand
the work we do to form strong partnerships.
www.atma.org.in

“Atma has been
an important
enabler for Pi Jam
and has helped us
gain strategic and
process related
clarity over the
course of the
collaboration.”

No. of organisations: 20
No. of projects completed:

New
partners
The Stephen
High School for
The Deaf Montfort Care
Programmme

Rahee India
Foundation
Tamarind Tree

39

QUARTER 1

We onboarded 3 new
NGOs in Mumbai.

Onboarded on:
April 2018

Onboarded on:
April 2018

Onboarded on:
June 2018

Partner
Testimonial

Training on Parent
Engagement was held
for Accelerator
Programme's
Disability Cohort.
The training was on
how parents can be
used as resources in
the school thereby
enabling the
student's growth.

Shoaib Dar,
Founder, Pi Jam
Foundation
Atma family is growing
Key hires for the Accelerator
Team
1. Sneha Arora (CPO)
2. Gauri Phutane
(Associate, Accelerator)
3. Lakshmi Hiranandani
(Consultant, Accelerator)
4. Dhanashree Shanbhag
(HR Executive)
5. Graina Fernandes
(Associate, HR - Volunteer
Programme)

Workshop Atma team
provides short
term support
through a
capacity needs
assessment
workshop for 5
grantees of Oak
Foundation
grantees in
Ranchi and
Delhi.

6

No. of organisations: 26
No. of projects completed :

50
We onboarded

Accelerator
The
Apprentice
Project
Onboarded:
September
2018

Pi Jam Foundation
Onboarded in: July 2018

in Pune and

1

2

new NGOs

in Mumbai

Bright Future
Onboarded in: July 2018

New Life Stage Survey tool rolled out
as part of the onboarding process
Computer
Training
began for
Accelerator
Programme's
Disability
Cohort NGOs
in Mumbai

4

Partner Testimonial
“Atma’s support for us in the
mobilization of various resources allows
us to concentrate more on
service delivery and increase our impact
on the deaf children we serve. Atma has
helped The Stephen High School for the
Deaf to successfully move forward on its
new initiative (Montfort Care Early
Intervention Program).”

Accelerator Project Based
Support
We rolled out the Project
Based Support, a low
touch version of the
Atma Accelerator with

QUARTER 2

NGOs

in West Bengal,
Maharashtra, Uttar
Pradesh & Delhi.

Ranjith Moovarasu, Programme
Director, The Stephen High School
for the Deaf
7

No. of organisations:

21

Partner
Testimonial

Accelerator
No. of
projects
completed:

25
Accelerator
Recruitment
Campaign was
launched.

“Mentor Me India has
been partnering with
Atma since 2016. In
the last three years,
Atma has helped us
build systems and
processes with a
focus on impactful
growth. Atma comes
with a unique and
objective perspective
that enables us to
thrive for meaningful
and sustainable
solutions to our
problems. We are glad
to have Atma as
a capacity building
organization in our
journey.”
Vishakha Kulkarni,

QUARTER 3

8

Partner Testimonial
“Atma supported us not as a client but treated our projects as their own babies.
Ideas were not thrust upon us but they incorporated our thoughts and checked
with us at every stage of process improvisation. Atma is excellent in their work
and ensured all of us collaborated and worked hard towards excellence..”
No. of
organisations:

23

Rose Joseph, Project-in Charge (GyanSaathi), Karunya Trust

Partners graduated: Karunya
Trust, Sunshine school,
MREC, MDA,Spark a change,
Suryoday, Urja Trust

No. of organisations that
graduated:

7

Total no. of projects
Completed:

64

QUARTER 4

2 new organisations onboarded
in Pune and Mumbai
Ashraya Initiative for Children
(AIC)
Onboarded in: March 2019

Accelerator

Tapasya Pratishthan (Mumbai)
Onboarded in: March 2019

Atma conducted child safeguarding workshops and risk
assessments for our partners in Mumbai & Pune. The
goal was to create awareness and understanding of the
need for Child safeguarding, the laws surrounding child
safety, and create and implement strong safeguarding
policies and practices.
9

Atma Accelerator Graduation 2019
This year, 7 of our partner NGOs successfully
completed the 3-year partnership and
graduated from the Accelerator. Here’s an
overview of Atma’s support to these
organisations.
The following profiles will highlight the
changes that have been seen in the
organisation based on the life stage of the
organisation and how it is measured by
Atma’s Life Stage Survey. Below is a quick
overview of the lifestages and the survey
tool.
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Overview of Life Stages:

Atma’s Life Stage Survey Tool

As non-profit organisations grow, they typically move
through five stages of development that are called
Life Stages . The five life stages are:

The Life Stage Survey is a tool that is used to determine
the stage of development the organisation is at in different
Organisational Development (OD) areas. This in turn helps
identify the next steps and broad organisational strategies
that the organisation can implement in order to strengthen
the programmes and the daily operations of the organisation.

Stage 1- Idea stage
Stage 2- Start-up stage
Stage 3- Organising and growth stage
Stage 4- Sustaining stage
Stage 5- Review and change stage
Each stage is characterised by a certain set of features
across the functional or Organisational Development
(OD) areas. An organisation that demonstrates most
of the features of a life stage in a particular OD area
is said to be at that life stage in that particular OD area.
For example, an organisation can be at different life stages
across OD areas eg Life Stage 2 in Human Resources and
Life stage 3 in Finance.
Knowing the current life stages, helps the organisation
identify what it needs to focus on to grow, to become
sustainable and to better serve target group needs.
It helps the organisation predict future needs, make
decisions proactively and anticipate challenges leading
to more successful organisations.

This version of the tool has been designed by Atma
Education. It has been structured as a self assessment tool.
This enables any interested organisation to self administer
the tool as and when required. The scores are arrived at by
the organisation's representatives after a discussion on each
of the statements (elements) given in the tool.
The Life Stage Survey Tool is structured so as to give the
overall Life Stage of the organisation as well as individual
OD area life stage scores. Additionally, within each OD area,
features (termed as elements) have been grouped together
under sub topics. This has been done to identify relative
strengths and areas of development within each OD area.
It also enables a macro as well as micro analysis of the
organisation and helps in the prioritisation of the next steps.
In 2018-19, Atma substantially revised the Life Stage Survey.
Since the graduating organisations completed the survey in
the previous format, the original tool was used to take their
end line assessment to provide us with reliable and comparable data.
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Number of projects:

Urja Trust
Urja Trust is an NGO that
provides rehabilitation,
education, health, employment
linkages and shelter-related
services to homeless young
women. Know more here.

Trainings: Birkman- Tushar Gogia's session on leadership skills,
computer training, life skills, fundraising bootcamp, child safeguarding
policy webinar.

Quantitative Indicators
Target Group

Challenges at the beginning
of partnership Urja Trust faced some
programmatic and leadership
challenges like ambitious scaling
goals with less staff, limited
founder bandwidth, high attrition
resulting in inconsistency and also
physical challenges like flooding
every monsoon in the shelter
space.

28

Budget

Centres

2016-17

2016-17

INR 52,00,000

2016-17

1

2017-18

2017-18

INR 83,00,000

2017-18

2

2018-19

2018-19

INR 1,00,00,000

2018-19

3

Life Stage Survey Results
5
4
3

On joining
Accelerator
On graduation
from Accelerator

2
1

Goals of the partnership To create emergency funds for
Urja Trust, to build a people
management programme and HR
policies, to keep the staff
motivated & to build a life skills
programme which is
well-monitored and
documented.

0

12

Number of projects:

Suryoday
Suryoday Trust is an NGO in Nallasopara dedicated
to the cause of providing education to children with
intellectual disabilities. Suryoday works to make
their students functionally independent adults that
are well-integrated into society.
Know more here.

Challenges at the beginning of the
partnershipSuryoday faced organisational level challenges,
limited infrastructure, limited knowledge of NGO
fundraising, no external evaluation of programmes,
limited visibility in the sector and no second line of
leadership at the programme level.

Goals of the partnershipTo operate three full fledged schools that are holistic
centres for learning and development for 160 children
with mental challenges by FY20, to research different
expansion models in FY18 so as to open two new
schools by FY20 & to conduct a pilot for a vocational
training programme with an employment cell in FY19,
so as to begin this programme by FY20.

32

Trainings: sensory integration workshops (teacher
training), parent interaction workshop (teacher training),
puberty & sexuality (teacher training), fundraising and skills
building workshops: compliance training workshop, demo
day and child safeguarding policy workshop.

Quantitative Indicators
Budget

Target Group
2016-17

38

2016-17

INR 19,00,000

2017-18

40

2017-18

INR 26,00,000

2018-19

44

2018-19

INR 1,17,00,000

Life Stage Survey Results
Life Stage Survey Results
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5

On joining
Accelerator
On graduation
from Accelerator

1.0
0.5
0.0

13

Number of projects:

28

Trainings: fundraising bootcamp

Spark-A-Change
Spark-A-Change Foundation endeavours to
empower the child through myriad experiences,
both academic and non-academic, in a joyous,
positive, encouraging atmosphere and equip him
to create opportunities for a better future.
Know more here.

Challenges at the beginning of the
partnershipThe organisation faced challenges related to strategy
and impact like absence of standard curriculum, lack
of data tracking and student assessment, no formal
organisation SOP or volunteer induction & lack of
documentation of the programme and its progress.

Quantitative Indicators
Budget

Target Group

Centres

2016-17

200

2016-17

INR 28,56,000

2016-17

2

2017-18

300

Budget
2017-18

INR 33,03,000

2017-18

2

2018-19

350

2018-19

INR 53.41,000

2018-19

3

Graduation

600+

Graduation INR 78,00,000

Graduation 4

Life Stage Survey Results
4.0
3.5
3.0

On joining
Accelerator

2.5

Goals of the partnership-

2.0
1.5

To impart life skills and improve English
comprehension, reading and speaking skills, and
mathematical concepts of 900 children (Age group:
6-15 years) from low-income background by 2020,
in two existing centres in Juhu and Lokhandwala;
To start up two new centres in Juhu and Goregaon
by 2016-17 and two more centres in South Mumbai
and Dahisar by 2017-18; To impart vocational training
to 50 children (Age group: 16-20 years) for
employability; To onboard a strong, committed team
of 120 volunteers

On graduation
from Accelerator

1.0
0.5
0.0
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Trainings:

MREC
MREC's mission is to provide comprehensive
and need based educational training and
therapies and spread awareness of
opportunities. They train special children
in academic and life skill based education,
guiding students to become as productive
and independent as possible. Know more here.

Challenges at the beginning
of partnership Retention of staff and students, lack of
funding for pre-vocational training
programme and raising salary for staff.

Goals of the partnership By 2021, Mona Remedial Education Centre
will provide academic services to 100 special
needs students in Mumbai and they will
launch the vocational training programme
service for at least 30% of its students,
increasing professional opportunities for 30
special children.

Fundraising skill-building workshops: compliance training workshop and
demo day, sensory integration workshops (teacher training), parent interaction workshop (teacher training), puberty and sexuality (teacher training),
behaviour modification (teacher training), assistive devices awareness
session, site visit to SPJ Sadhana and Sarthak Education Trust Child and
child safeguarding.

Quantitative Indicators
Budget

Target Group

Centres

2016-17

68

2016-17

INR 31,48,000

2016-17

1 (1 programme)

2017-18

71

2017-18

INR 38,50,000

2017-18

1 (2 programmes)

2018-19

68

2018-19

INR 52,45,000

2018-19

1 (2 programmes)

Life Stage Survey Results
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5

On joining
Accelerator
On graduation
from Accelerator

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Number of projects:

33
15

Trainings:

Sunshine School
Sunshine school provides special education,
therapy and vocational training to special
children, and training and counselling to
their parents. Know more here.

Fundraising skills building workshop: compliance training workshop and
demo day, sensory integration workshops (teacher training), parent interaction -workshop (teacher training), puberty and sexuality (teacher training),
behaviour modification (teacher training), assistive devices awareness
session, site visit to SPJ Sadhana and Sarthak Education Trust Child,
child safeguarding workshop.

Quantitative Indicators
Target Group

Centres

Budget

Challenges at the beginning
of partnership -

2016-17

79

2016-17

INR 41,06,300

2016-17

1

2017-18

80

2017-18

INR 47,15,522

2017-18

1

Some of the challenges that Sunshine School
was facing were difficulties in interacting
with parents and outsiders, tackling
fundraising challenges as the team was not
equipped to carry out fundraising tasks,
initiating decisions as the Board wasn’t
carrying out initiatives to the fullest and
space as that does not allow them appropriate expansion.

2018-19

92

2018-19

INR 55,02,711

2018-19

2

Goals of the partnership Establish a sheltered workshop for 20 adults
with disabilities in Vashi.

Graduation

100+

Life Stage Survey Results
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5

On joining
Accelerator
On graduation
from Accelerator

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Number of projects:

32
16

Maharashtra Dyslexia Association
Maharashtra Dyslexia Association (MDA) is a
not-for-profit organisation committed to
securing the rights of students with Dyslexia
(also known as a 'Specific Learning or
Language Disability') to an appropriate
education. Know more here.

Challenges at the beginning
of partnership Expensive programmes, catering to students
from English medium classes, lack of space
for teacher training, lack of in-house
regional language speaking trainers, lack of
structured engagement with members, not
tapping into external faculty for training, not
monitoring Teacher's performances, lack of
structured Monitoring and Evaluation, lack
of structured marketing strategy, restricted
bandwidth to do advocacy and awareness,
donation channels were not diversified and
lack of fundraising strategy.

Goals of the partnership -

to work with other organisations in Specific Learning Disability which
involved setting up a resource centre as a model that caters to around 40
children, conducting 320 in house and on site assessments for children from
different language backgrounds, training 500 teachers and expanding membership base to 690 engaged members.
Number of projects:
Trainings: NIL

47

Quantitative Indicators
Target Group

Budget

Centres

2016-17

5000

2016-17

2016-17

4

2017-18

4500

2017-18

2017-18

5

2018-19

10000

2018-19

2018-19

4

Life Stage Survey Results
5
4
3

On joining
Accelerator
On graduation
from Accelerator

2
1
0

To create and showcase impact on individuals with Specific Learning Disability (directly
and indirectly) through 4 quality programmes, awareness and advocacy among
parents, 1000 teachers & to conduct a pilot

917

Number of projects:

Karunya Trust
Karunya Trust is a Mumbai-based NGO working
to provide marginalised individuals and
communities with access to education, health,
livelihood and stable shelter. Know more here.

Trainings: Google suite & time management, teacher training
on classroom management conducted by 3.2.1 foundation, prevention
of sexual harassment (POSH) training, team building for Savli team,
CSR fundraising workshop, leadership workshop and 1:1 coaching
sessions for top management, training on prioritisation and action
planning.

Quantitative Indicators

To improve the ability of the organisation to
articulate its impact, to build M&E systems to inform
the Program Design and Organisation Strategy to
help the organisation best deliver on its commitment
to the beneficiaries, to set up Human Resource
Management systems to build a strong team, to
strengthen the quality and standardize the delivery
of the programs & to boost the external recognition
of the organisation.

Centres

2016-17

INR 23,30,000

2016-17

4

1083

Budget
2017-18

INR 27,81,400

2017-18

4

1266

2018-19

INR 32,20,970

2018-19

6

2016-17

817

2017-18
2018-19

Life Stage Survey Results
5
4
3

Goals of the partnership-

Budget

Target Group

Challenges at the beginning of the
partnershipThe challenges faced by Karunya Trust included
difficulty in monitoring and evaluating the
programmes, inefficient organisation structure,
building support capacity, articulating impact and
monitoring, evaluating the programmes, lack of
skilled programme staff such as teachers, lack of
documentation and uniformity of implemented
systems and processes around programme delivery.

41

2
1

On joining
Accelerator
On graduation
from Accelerator

0
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Atma Supporters
All Things Nice
Aravind Gokarn
ATE Chandra Foundation
Atma Australia
Atma Mumbai Stichting (Atma Netherlands)
Credit Suisse
Dalberg
Deutsche Bank
George Lawson and Piki Lawson
Kabir Malkani
Kae Capital Asset Management
Macquarie Group Foundation
Mr. Ramesh Modi
NRB Bearings
Oak Foundation
Parle Biscuits Private Limited
Prasad Baji
Shield Foundation
Shishu Niketan Public School
Tavisca
UNIFI Foundation
UPS Foundation
Wilde Ganzen
Vijay Shah
Vimesh Zaveri
Vinod Keshavdeo Nevativa Charitable
Trust
There are several names not listed here out
of respect for the donors’ privacy. To those
anonymous groups and individuals we extend
our heartfelt thanks for your support to Atma.

Platforms

Financials
Total Income for FY 2018-19
13%

14%

Funds raised INR 12,134,372
Fees INR 1,931,383
14%
29%

Events and workshop 14%
Corporate and Foundation 29%
Individual (including online
portal) 30%

30%

Interest and Fees (other
Income) 14%
International Chapter 13%
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Get Involved
Get Involved

Skilled volunteers
contribute to
improve Atma’s
knowledge, skills
and systems

Skilled volunteers
Help Atma and
provide coaching
our NGOs to
NGOs to
connect withHelp
keyAtma and
Skilledto
volunteers
Skilled volunteers
contribute
to
provide coaching
increase
their
resources our NGOs to
improve
Atma’s
to NGOs to
connect with key
growth

Volunteer

Coach
Volunteer

knowledge, skills
and systems

increase their
growth

Coach

resources

Connect Connect

Funding
Required
Funding
Required

All donations made to Atma receive an 80G tax certificate. Cheques should be made in favour
of ‘Atma Education’. Atma is registered under the FCRA and can accept international donations.

All donations made to Atma receive an 80G tax certificate. Cheques should be made in favour
of ‘Atma Education’. Atma is registered under the FCRA and can accept international donations.
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Audit Report 2018-19
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